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THE 80TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN
The Supermarine Spitfire was developed by R.J. Mitchell and his team for just
one reason – to intercept and shoot down enemy bombers from British skies.
Lauded by the Chairman of Vickers as ‘a real killer fighter’, the Spitfire was so
advanced that it proved a huge challenge to the British aviation industry. The
project ran so late that it only began to arrive in significant numbers even as
the Battle of Britain was beginning.
It was during the Battle of Britain in 1940 that the Spitfire became an enduring
legend and a symbol of the British fighting spirit, partnering with the Hawker
Hurricane to defeat the might of Hitler’s Luftwaffe and prevent invasion. From
1942-3 onwards, it would range and fight around the world, from Malta and North
Africa to Soviet Russia and Burma, often taking on new roles like ground attack
and bomber escort for which it had never been designed.
Profusely illustrated with the pick of historic photographs, Spitfire The History
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of a Legend covers all the significant Marks developed during the Spitfire’s
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operational service, explaining how the aircraft evolved to meet the challenges
presented by the war’s changing requirements and by the threat of new
generations of Luftwaffe fighters. It also includes coverage of fascinating Spitfire
variants including the Seafire, Seafang and Spiteful.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• 2020 marks the 80th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain fought
between July and October 1940.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Mike Lepine is a Sunday Times No1 best-selling author. He
has written some thirty-five books and has been published
throughout the world from America to Finland, and from
France to Japan. He has also worked extensively in television
in programming as diverse as the arts, consumer rights
and comedy. For many years the Editor of the Aviation &
Military Video Club, Mike was instrumental with DD Home
Entertainment in bringing much rare archival film footage to
the public for the very first time.
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board the aircraft carrier HMS Eagle and then, off the coast of Algiers, took

daylight raids within just six days and withdrew all Stuka units from the fray,

off from the carrier to fly some 660 miles into Malta with the aid of special

as they proved particularly vulnerable in combat with Spitfires. Not content

90 gallon ‘Slipper’ drop tanks. This was the first overseas deployment for a

with just defending Malta, Park’s Spitfires would strike north and actually

Spitfire fighter squadron. This was also the first time Spitfires had ever flown

attack the raider’s bases in southern Sicily. Spitfire VCs were adapted to

off a carrier but every one which took off made it to the island. They were

carry 250lb bombs under each wing, acting as improvised dive bombers. By

needed for action almost immediately - but the numbers were still proving

September 1942 the Spitfires of Malta, now numbering some 20 squadrons,

too few. For one five days period in early April, only one Spitfire on the island

had achieved air superiority and were even able to offer decisive protection

was airworthy. For two days not a solitary Spitfire could fly. The RAF were

to the Allied convoys. Vital supplies started arriving in bulk for the first time –

reduced to putting out fake radio signals to Spitfire squadrons that didn’t

including food, beer and aviation fuel.

• The Spitfire is the most famous plane of World War Two. Its
groundbreaking design and superior specifications gave the British a
decisive advantage fighting the Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain.
• D Day - In June 1944 Spitfires played an important part in the biggest
seaborne invasion in history as the Allies landed in Normandy and
gained a crucial foothold in France.
• The Spitfire is a design classic.
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exist in an effort to frighten the incoming bombers. On one occasion, the fake
…Spitfires are wonderful machines and …the Huns hate them.’

In September 1939, ex-MI6 man Wing Commander Sydney Cotton

broadcasts so confused two German fighter pilots that they attacked and shot

A.C. Broome, Air Ministry, October 1939

was given the task of establishing a unit to fly long range photo-

each other down. But the chicanery couldn’t last for long.

Thankfully, Spitfires did not just prove themselves deadly against friendly

known as the Heston Flight. Originally it was planned to use Blenheim’s

Park kept up a good relationship with his pilots, touring the airfields in an
MG or on a bicycle if fuel was particularly scarce. Morale grew fast – many

reconnaissance missions. Being based at Heston, it naturally became

of the veteran pilots had served under Park during the Battle of Britain - and
In a desperate effort to get more Spitfires onto the island, Churchill asked

aircraft. On 16 October 1939, nine Ju.88 bombers went hunting the

in the role but – even as early as 1939 – the RAF were beginning to

Roosevelt to lend him the U.S. carrier Wasp to fly in a larger Spitfire force.

battleship Hood, rumoured to be at anchor in the Firth of Forth. The Hood

realise that the Blenheim was an underperformer and would be very

Roosevelt agreed and on 13 April 47 Spitfires were packed aboard the carrier

Malta became known as ‘the fighter pilot’s paradise’ amongst pilots. Here, far
away from home, they could live wild and fight hard. The sky was filled with
dogfights and the opportunities for kills plentiful.

was elsewhere so the bombers went after two RN cruisers instead, with

unlikely to avoid interception by enemy fighters. Indeed, in 42 sorties, the

in Scotland and despatched on 20 April. They too were quickly swallowed

little effect. As the Ju.88s turned for home, they were hit from above by

unit lost eight Blenheims and the photographs they were able to snatch

up. The fight for Malta was now so intense that, within just three days, the

The Germans came again in October, fearful that forces on Malta could

Spitfires from 602 and 603 Squadron. Two Ju.88s went down in the Forth

under such threat were poor. Cotton instead requested and received two

majority of the Spitfire force was gone – eight shot down in dogfights, while

wreck Rommel’s campaign just before the crucial battle of El Alamein. On 10

Estuary – the first proper kills of the war for RAF Fighter Command. The

Spitfires. These were quickly modified to carry extra fuel (nearly three

a further 35 were destroyed or damaged on the ground by air raids. The Allies

October, five massed waves of German bombers swept in from the north but

next day, three Spitfires jumped a lone Heinkel 111 25 miles off the coast of

times as much as a standard Spitfire) and cameras in the wings instead of

simply accepted the losses. Malta had to be saved.

were intercepted by Spitfires and the Luftwaffe failed to drop a single bomb

Whitby and brought it down. The enemy crew survived and paddled their

guns. These two aircraft were designated PR Mk.1As.
Still more Spitfires flew out to Malta in a joint effort between the carriers Wasp

that a bombing force of just 14 aircraft was given a 98 plane fighter escort.

and Eagle, flown by more combat-experienced pilots. Now up to 64 Spitfires

On the 19th, the Luftwaffe tried again with 250 bombers and fighters, but

dinghy ashore to become the first Germans taken prisoner over Britain.

SPITFIRES IN
PRESERVATION

on the island. On the 15th Malta’s air defences were judged so ferocious

to stand as ‘gate guardians’, it began to be understood that the Spitfire
was something truly special and worthy of preservation. What the people
of Britain had grasped and appreciated in that perilous summer of 1940
had been largely forgotten by 1945, certainly by politicians. The Spitfire
had turned from a miraculous saviour into just a war machine – a quite

could be sent to Malta in a single mission and Spitfires started to gain a

20,351 Spitfires and Seafires were built in all. Today, a little over fifty are

precious foothold on the island. On what became known as ‘The Glorious 10th

still flying around the world – twenty-two of which assembled together

of May’, a total of 63 enemy aircraft were destroyed or damaged – 57 were

at Duxford in 2000 to mark the 60th anniversary of the Battle of Britain.

credited to the RAF Spitfires and six others to anti-aircraft fire.

were best-sellers in the decade after the war, and many were made into

For those whose means do not stretch to owning a Spitfire, there are a

feature films. Every boy raised in the 1960s would instantly know and love

handful of companies offering flights in two seater Spitfires. Lucky guests

the Spitfire from reading about their exploits in The Victor comic, the Air

can fly close to the White Cliffs of Dover or even – constitution permitting

Ace Picture Library or the adventures of Biggles. They would construct

– engage in some aerobatics. Unsurprisingly, the price for such an

Airfix Spitfire kits (price Two ShillingS)and hang them from strings off their

experience may be several thousand pounds.

marvellous one to be sure, but still something less than a legend.

bedroom ceilings.

Now some began to remember again, and to want to mark the

While every boy could own a model kit, owning the real thing is

Spitfires are in increasing demand to fly over everything from lavish

achievements of the Spitfire and to celebrate what it meant. The RAF

undoubtedly a rich man’s preserve, and flying Spitfires have soared

fetes – and no commemorative or celebratory flypast in the nation is

Historic Aircraft flight was formed at Biggin Hill in 1957 to keep the spitfire

in value in recent years. In 2015, a fully restored ex-92 Squadron Mk.I

ever truly complete without the Spitfire gracing it.

In July of 1942, the air defence of Malta passed into the hands of Keith Park,

preservation. The earliest surviving Spitfire – the 155th to be built – can

flying. It begged, stole or borrowed more Spitfires both to fly and to

Spitfire sold for £3.1 million at a Christie’s auction. It had been rescued

who used many of the tactics he had employed during the Battle of Britain

be seen at RAF Cosford. There are ersatz replicas and kits too, some of

cannibalise for spare parts. Today, its legacy is the RAF’s Battle of Britain

from its crash site on a French beach, after being shot down by a D0.217

to best effect. Now, Spitfires would intercept the Axis bomber formations

which commit the cardinal sin of having a Japanese engine.

out at sea on their way in, rather than chasing them after they had done
their damage. The new tactic had a profound impact. The Axis stopped all

classical music and fireworks events at grand stately homes to country

Perhaps as many as seventy survive as static displays on airfields
and in museums and a further 110 are estimated to be in storage or

Memorial Flight, which has possession of six Spitfires. It makes dozens of

bomber over Dunkirk in 1940. The previous record for a Spitfire was

appearances at UK air shows every year and is one of the star attractions.

£1,739,500 for a two seater trainer version of the Mk.IX in 2009. It should

The public kept the Spitfire alive in its heart too. Spitfire pilot memoirs

stratospheric. Fuel alone accounts for £500 for each hour of flying time.

Today, though, it’s the Air Show where most people still experience the
Spitfire in all its grace and glory, accompanied by the distinctive sound of
the Merlin or Griffon, and where people of an older generation still try to

be noted that the costs of maintaining and flying a Spitfire are equally

At a time when Spitfires by the thousands were lying on scrapheaps,
being sold off to minor league air forces around the world or being gutted

explain to ice-cream devouring little children how very much the Spitfire
means to Britain.

Supermarine Spitfire I (K9787) in flight from Eastleigh
Air Officer Commanding Malta, Air Vice Marshal Sir Keith Park, in the
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Donald Finlay of No. 41 Squadron, Observer

Corp; Heston Aerodrome TOP: Ju.88 bomber

cockpit of his personal Supermarine Spitfire V before his ceremonial take-off
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at Malta’s new aerodrome at Safi, May 1943

Spitfire and Hawker Hurrcane flying parallel in the sky at the annual
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Scotlands National Airshow in East Fortune
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